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MOOCS MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSE “CHALLENGES IN INDIAN UNIVERSITY 

EDUCATION” USE OF MOOCS ICT & DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES” 

         
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: UGC must allow all universities to adopt all MOOCS platforms instead of SWAYAM only and allow them to embed education with e-learning instead f 

allowing only few selected Universities to launch online education. Don’t wait educate learn anything and everything. Your journey starts by researching and identifying what you are most suited to learn and 

upgrade your skills based on time frame .Life is learning experience so learn learn learn.  MOOCs: They are available to anyone. And that’s why they’re becoming a booming business. Sure, many MOOCs are free. 

But they’re also drawing millions of students. That’s why platforms like Coursera, edX, and Udacity are partnering with schools to house content. For example, edX started as a consortium between Harvard and 

MIT – and has since added the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Texas to its membership (along with recently joining forces with Google). Coursera was launched by Stanford professors and 

offers undergraduate and graduate courses from programs ranging from Wharton to Stanford.Wikipedia definition of Moocs: A massive open online course (MOOC;) is an online course aimed at unlimited 

participation and open access via the web. In addition to traditional course materials such as videos, readings, and problem sets, MOOCs provide interactive user forums that help build a community for students, 

professors, and teaching assistants (TAs). MOOCs are a recent development in distance education which began to emerge in 2012.Early MOOCs often emphasized open access features, such as connectivism and open 

licensing of content, structure and learning goals, to promote the reuse and remixing of resources. Some later MOOCs use closed licenses for their course materials while maintaining free access for students.India 

Universities can blend their courses with Moocs to award degrees : It’s a tempting proposition. Universities can blend their courses in their curriculums with mix and match proposition with their regular syllabus 

and give credit to moocs and regular studies and on completion of both award degrees Imagine taking two MOOCs every eight weeks. You could theoretically finish your MBA in the same time it takes to complete a 

traditional program. Now, ask yourself these two key questions: 1) Is the right content available? 2) Does it come from a reputable source? 

Technology of moocs: According to web reports unlike traditional courses, MOOCs require additional skills, provided by videographers, instructional designers, IT specialists and platform specialists. Georgia Tech 

professor Karen Head reports that 19 people work on their MOOCs and that more are needed.The platforms have availability requirements similar to media/content sharing websites, due to the large number of 

enrollees. MOOCs typically use cloud computing. Course delivery involves asynchronous access to videos and other learning material, exams and other assessment, as well as online forums. Before 2013 each MOOC 

tended to develop its own delivery platform. EdX in April 2013 joined with Stanford University, which previously had its own platform called Class2Go, to work on XBlock SDK, a joint open-source platform. It is 

available to the public under the Affero GPL open source license, which requires that all improvements to the platform be publicly posted and made available under the same license. Stanford Vice Provost John 

Mitchell said that the goal was to provide the "Linux of online learning."[132] This is unlike companies such as Coursera that have developed their own platform.According to web reports meanwhile, options for 

online courses continue to multiply, especially for curious people who aren’t necessarily seeking a credential. For-profit Coursera and edX, the nonprofit consortium led by Harvard and MIT, are up to nearly 13 

million users and more than 1,200 courses between them. Khan Academy, which began as a series of YouTube videos, is making online instruction a more widely used tool in classrooms around the world. Still 

questions the effects MOOCs will have exists; for one thing, Many are worried about the  sustainable business model on their own for MOOCS But that doesn’t mean MOOCs are merely another overhyped 

technology. Ideas about what they offer, and whom they might help, are evolving as rapidly as the MOOCs themselves.  

The mindset and mentality of banning anything and everything should stop just because someone has misused anything instead good uses .What is allowed can be defined and misuses can be defined and you punish 

for misused and not for good use..If somebody has misused mobile phone in Karnataka legislature should not become cause for banning of bringing of mobile in legislative assembly .You can make good use of  

Smartphone for your discussion in assembly instead of carrying papers as smart phones are nothing but computers .Lot of data and books and online news papers are available in smart phones which can be used 

effectively in discussions. 

 

       

 

Smart phones Tablets and laptops need to be allowed in every place of legislature and class rooms for educational purposes. It is retrograde decision of speaker of Karnataka assembly to altogether ban of mobile and 

smart phones in the assembly  and corridors of legislature and in the similar way all universities have banned the smart phones in class rooms because few students misused the phones in class rooms . Today mobile 

phones are not less than a computer and Digital technology gives learners and users potential access to a wealth of knowledge and resources undreamed of in previous generations. Yet in India in 2014 we still talk 

about banning smart phones in classrooms, while students sit pen and paper exams. If digital technology is to bring real transformation in the classroom, it’s the education system that needs rebooting. “Many experts 

worry that if higher education does not adapt to the times, other models (especially other business models) will take its place, and University education became irrelevant and people will start preferring job oriented 

industry recognized courses rather than empty degrees from universities who are still in the era of bannig the use of technology like Smart phones and Tablets and Laptops in the class rooms. ” “While this concern 

has some merits, it is unlikely that universities as we know them will go away. There are parts of the university enterprise, however, that are at risk, such as continuing and advanced education in highly technical, 

fast-moving fields.”. According to the experts, the proliferation of online learning and free educational content, particularly Moocs, means that universities need to address the question of what they can provide that 

other approaches cannot, and “rethink the value of higher education from a student’s perspective”. 

“Higher education stakeholders are facing a reality that is difficult to digest; the paradigm that has worked for over a century is gradually becoming obsolete, and universities must renovate - or in some cases rebuild 

their foundations - if they want to stay relevant.”. Only those institutions that seriously consider take how online learning will “redefine the value of a degree, and are open to exploring alternative means of proving 

skill acquisition through certificates, badges, and e-portfolios” will remain relevant, the experts warns.“We throw technology at the door of educational establishments, but the institutions themselves and the way we 

teach have hardly changed since the 19th century,” the experts  says. “Imagine if you were designing an education system from scratch, where it’s quite possible to give every child a connected digital device, and 

where it’s mandatory for them to take that into an examination room. How would the teaching and learning change?”. We need to explores answers to questions such as what is education for? What role does 

technology play in education and how does it change the way we learn? How can we make teaching and learning as engaging and relevant as possible? What is the role of teachers and human interaction? Does 

assessment and standardization methods and examination systems need to be changed to promote creativity? And, crucially, what could education – indeed the world – look like by 2030 or open book examinations in 

India?.According to press reports, The Kindles and access to eBooks are provided by not-for-profit organization World reader, which has distributed over 800,000 books to more than 12,000 children in nine African 

countries. “It gives each child in that village school access to thousands of books, and because they’re allowed to take the Kindle home, suddenly their families have access to a library,” says Brown-Martin. “This has 

transformed their experience.”. 

According to press reports, In Bihar, India, outdated mobile phones have been key to improving maternal and child health services. In the state, there are just 200,000 community health workers to look after 27 

million women of childbearing age and 18.5m children under six. With little access to media, the challenge is getting vital health information across. BBC Media Action has developed a training course called Mobile 

Academy to help expand community health workers’ knowledge and skills in life-saving health behaviours, using a technology that can be accessed from even the most basic mobile phone.Meanwhile, a world away 

from Bihar, High Tech High is an organisation of 11 schools in San Diego, California, which supports personalised, project-based learning. Visiting one of these schools, Gary and Jerri-Ann Jacobs High Tech High, 

the author says he was “blown away” by the school and its innovative approaches.Serving some 570 students, its building resembles a warehouse space for a digital design company rather than traditional classrooms, 

and children learn by making things, creating projects that they exhibit.“Despite the school’s name and its stated mission, technology isn’t a focal point when walking around the school.” he says. “There are no 

grand displays of Jetsons-style classrooms with holographic displays or kids permanently glued to iPads. The technology is there, but it’s just blended in.”. 

It is shame India though is the IT Capital of the world But “I don’t think there’s been a single government University in India, certainly in this country and I’m not seeing it in any other at the moment, which has the 

courage to genuinely look at how to reboot or change the entire operating system of our education system. But we have to. I believe this transformation will come from a private developing or emerging educational 

institution and supported by industries recognitions without botheration of Universities degrees. It’s more likely to come from somewhere like Private organization than Government Universities sponsored by 

MHRD..”.The construction of more college campuses, bolstering online learning, and removing barriers to learning are “only working the edges of this challenge”, the experts continues, and given the current shift 
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“from labor-oriented economies towards knowledge-based economies”, the pressure to expand is growing. “In both the developed and developing world, this gap continues to widen, and the technology based 

solutions for providing greater access to knowledge, such as Moocs, have little effectiveness if the proper infrastructure or connectivity are not readily available,” the experts concludes.  “The relationship between 

earning potential and educational attainment, the clear impact of an educated society on the growth of the middle class is pushing many countries to encourage more and more students to enter universities and 

colleges.”. “Moocs present an appealing alternative, especially for graduates who are already in the workforce and looking for fast-track professional development opportunities”. “Despite the widespread agreement 

on the importance of digital media literacy,” the experts says, “training in the supporting skills and techniques is rare in teacher education and non-existent in the preparation of faculty.”. UGC MHRD AICTE need 

to assess emerging technologies for their potential impact on and use in teaching and learning within universities. NAAC  UGC and IGNOU need to debate on online education with DEB /IGNOU outsourced labs 

before finalizing national policy and regulations on distance education . Higher education today is undergoing a radical change, posing new age challenges to universities and NAAC should rise to the challenges and 

face it head on and solve the issues of standardization of online distance learning. Instead of colleges only Labs needs to be outsourced as computer is class room , computer lab, play ground for online gaming ,library 

,research center ,online mentoring ,online chat ,video conferencing and face to face online government are possible and run then why not online education with live teachers and outsourced labs online examinations 

and online evaluation and results and entire management of University with University management systems and UGC can manage it on real time basis on dash board every day and every minute for all Universities 

and research centers .UGC should formulate new education policy on online education with outsourced Research Labs with Lab Instructors /Teachers and specially trained online professors. 

According to web reports , In February 2013 the American Council on Education (ACE) recommended that its members provide transfer credit from a few MOOC courses, though even the universities who deliver 

the courses had said that they would not.The University of Wisconsin offered multiple, competency-based bachelor's and master's degrees starting Fall 2013, the first public university to do so on a system-wide basis. 

The university encouraged students to take online-courses such as MOOCs and complete assessment tests at the university to receive credit. ACE president Molly Corbett Broad called the UW Flexible Option 

program "quite visionary."As of 2013 few students had applied for college credit for MOOC classes. Colorado State University-Global Campus received no applications in the year after they offered the 

option.Academic Partnerships is a company that helps public universities move their courses online. According to its chairman, Randy Best "We started it, frankly, as a campaign to grow enrollment. But 72 to 84 

percent of those who did the first course came back and paid to take the second course."While Coursera takes a larger cut of any revenue generated – but requires no minimum payment – the not-for-profit EdX has 

a minimum required payment from course providers, but takes a smaller cut of any revenues, tied to the amount of support required for each course. 

Executive summary: Online education and E-learning with outsourced Labs: Online government are possible and run then why not online education .Lot of teachers are trained to teach online and many teachers 

teach US students from India .When central government is providing AKASH TABLET computer and smart phones to every students at very affordable cost and 3G connectivity is available and online education is 

becoming reality through videoconferencing and video call. A new era of online education is dawning India and abroad .The LABS are outsourced to study practical’s in engineering and science education for 

distance learning students without sacrificing quality of education. Engineering education through distance learning will make poor students to study engineering without botheration of huge donations /corruption / 

hurdles of entrance examinations and provide equal opportunity to study engineering and MHRD need to really commend the efforts of many universities in this respect. There is an increased use of virtual 

classrooms (online presentations delivered live) as an online learning platform and classroom for a diverse set of education providers. E-learning comprises all forms of electronically supported learning and teaching. 

The information and communication systems, whether networked or not, serve as specific media to implement the learning process. The term will still most likely be utilized to reference out-of-classroom and in-

classroom educational experiences via technology, even as advances continue in regard to devices and curriculum. E-learning is essentially the computer and network-enabled transfer of skills and knowledge. E-

learning applications and processes include Web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual classroom opportunities and digital collaboration. Content is delivered via the Internet, intranet/extranet, audio or 

video tape, satellite TV, and CD-ROM. It can be self-paced or instructor-led and includes media in the form of text, image, animation, streaming video and audio. Abbreviations like CBT (Computer-Based Training), 

IBT (Internet-Based Training) or WBT (Web-Based Training) have been used as synonyms to e-learning. Today one can still find these terms being used, along with variations of e-learning such as e-learning, 

Elearning, and eLearning. ICT Information Communication Technology brought Government’s online by e-governance initiatives, banking online, Businesses online, Telemedicine is all set to revolutionize 

healthcare as it link patients from small hospital to the urban specialist and now universities online are all set to revolutionize education and research. MHRD and DEB is a regulator in promoting, coordinating and 

determining standards in the open and distance education system and not destroyer of distance education. Throughout the world, the Higher Educational Institutions function in a dynamic environment and the 

Indian higher education system is no exception to this. As significant changes happen from time to time, there are new challenges and demands that seek innovation. The ever expanding higher education, impact of 

technology on educational delivery, increasing private participation and the impact of globalization (including liberal cross-border and trans-border educational imperatives) have necessitated marked changes in the 

Indian higher education scenario. 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 
ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 
You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and 

years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our online portal  news paper sunny times  and try 

to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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